
Presents

Treasury Solution
A research, analysis, tracking, and 
workflow management solution for 
treasuries for mutual fund, fixed income, 
and fixed deposit investments

Features

USP

Modular structure

Configurable 
portfolios

Powerful screeners

Customizable 
MF ranking

Interactive dashboards In-depth analysis

Bulk upload of 
transaction history

Alignment with Board 
mandates

Complete audit trail Timely data updates

Asset 
Classes 

3 9
Flexible
Modules

Mutual Fund
Fixed Income
Fixed Deposit

Fixed Income: 
Research, Valuation, 
Rating Tracker, 
FI Portfolio Tracker
Mutual Fund: 
Research,  Ranking, 
MF Portfolio Tracker
Fixed Deposit: 
Screener, FD Portfolio Tracker



Why ICRA Analytics Limited?
ICRA Analytics Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of ICRA Ltd. with business interests in knowledge services, 
risk management, market data, grading and risk assessment services. We serve a wide range of global and 
domestic clients starting from BFSI players, fund managers, financial intermediaries, regulators, industry bodies, 
government organizations, and other market participants. We provide an array of digital tools and research, risk 
advisory, market data and analytical support to assess and manage risk in lending and investment 
decision-making. We add value through our deep domain knowledge, strong functional competence, and 
technological expertise. We provide actionable insights with our expertise, accuracy, and timeliness.

20+ years of organisational experience 800+ committed professionals 10000+ assignments

To know more about Treasury Solution, contact:
Eshna Basu at eshna.basu@icraanalytics.com | +91 96747 11671

Niraj Agarwal at niraj.agarwal@icraanalytics.com | +91 98316 24316

Take your business to new heights with SOLUTIONS THAT WORK

What You Get

-  Screening and analysis of 
aamutual funds across 
aaperformance, portfolio and 
aaindustry parameters
-  Screening and analysis of 
aafixed income securities 
aaacross all leading banks
-  Screening of fixed deposits

-  Customisable Mutual 
aaFund ranking
-  Generate MF Ranking 
aaacross periods and 
aacategories using both 
aaperformance as well as 
aaportfolio-based 
aaparameters with full 
aaaudit trail

-  Portfolio creation
-  Tracking of transactions 
aawith audit trail
-  Multi-asset dashboard with 
aaadvanced visuals
-  Setting and compliance 
aawith investment mandates
-  Option to integrate with 
aaICRA-A SLV datafeed (for 
aaFI investments)
-  Bulk uploads, auto fills, 
aadownloads, Schedule VI 
aareporting

-  Option to subscribe to 
aaICRA-A Security Level 
aaValuation to 10,000+ 
aadebt securities

Research

Tracker
Ranking

Valuation
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